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The civitas is not just the 
collective body of all Eugene 
citizens, it is the contract 
binding them all together.

We are

C I V I TA S
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Eugene A Go-Go provides the local community with a platform for discovering and 
experiencing arts and culture. The ideal target audience for the following campaign is 20-35 
year olds because they are individuals looking to branch out and explore new opportunities 
in the area. A regimen of primary and secondary research suggested that the audience cannot 
be reached by primarily traditional media platforms. Accordingly, the following campaign 
will step outside the box and spark interest through nontraditional platforms. The goal is to 
increase overall brand awareness through website interaction with increased social media 
followers and engagement.  

Executive Summary
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Situation Analysis

Eugene A Go-Go is an initiative of the Arts and Business Alliance of Eugene. 
The service aims to build connections between patrons, artists, producers and 
supporters so that artists can find exhibit spaces and venues, organizations can 
find volunteers and recruit board members, producers can find artists for their 
events, and patrons can engage with art opportunities throughout the community. 
The goal of Eugene A Go-Go is, “to serve the arts community and strengthen 
audiences by making the unseen seen and by leveling the playing field so that all 
artists, venues, and events can be highlighted in one place at no cost.”

As a community rooted in the arts, Eugene is optimal for this service. Of 
communities with a comparable population, Eugene ranked #2 in the nation for 
active art makers. Because many community members are artists, a service like 
Eugene A Go-Go should theoretically be popular and useful.

Brand
Summary

Eugene A Go-Go competes with local 
event forum sites, magazines and 
newspapers. Experience Eugene, 
Eugene Weekly, and Eugene Cascades 
Coast are direct competitors. Their 
objective is to inform the local people 
of Eugene about events happening in 
the area throughout the year, which is 
the same goal that Eugene A Go-Go is 
striving for. 

Competition
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Target Audience

Our research, both primary and secondary, indicates that Eugene A Go-Go has 
very low awareness among our target demographic. Our goal is to appeal to this 
untapped audience which includes a high population of college upperclassmen, 
graduate students and young professionals. Generally, this audience is new to 
Eugene and eager to explore new things in the community that go beyond the 
scope of campus bars and hiking Spencer’s Butte. They are highly social and want 
to discover the hidden treasures of Eugene and break their day-to-day routine.

According to our research, most of these people hear about events through social 
media, and say that they would like to use an online hub in order to discover local 
events. Over half of these people identify a bar or restaurant as their favorite spot 
in Eugene. Most are not aware of Eugene a Go-Go.

Young 
Professionals
Age 20-35

86%
are not aware

of EAGG

64.2%
identified a bar/

restaurant as 
their favorite 

place in Eugene

Survey based on a
sample of 50 
participants.

3 out of 4
would use an online hub to discover local events

Where they hear about local events

Eugene Weekly   36%

U of O Ticketing   21%

Social Media   74%

Experience Eugene  6%

The Register Guard   17%

Word of Mouth   26%
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Audience Profile

He is a 26 year old graduate student at the University of Oregon. Most of his week 
is spent on campus studying and teaching classes, so when the weekend rolls 
around Toby has no interest in hanging out at the local bars on campus where 
he may run into some of his students. Being new to Eugene, Toby has really only 
gotten to know his colleagues so he is looking to meet new people outside of the 
work place. Toby is stumped as to where he should go outside of campus to have 
a good time. He loves music and would be more than happy to spend his Friday 
night at a small venue with a local artist performing but he never seems to hear 
anything about such events taking place. The repetition in Toby’s free-time is 
getting tiresome and he is slowly losing hope that Eugene has anything to offer 
besides the campus nightlife.

Meet Tobias
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Togetherness
Project

A venture uniting the arts and businesses of Eugene
through a community mural representing togetherness.

1 Announce 2 Artist Selection 3 Community Polling 4 Mural
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Announcement

A press release to create local and free publicity for Project Togetherness.  
Recognizing this is a community event, it is likely many of the Eugene publications 
will be eager to share this news. Furthermore, the project’s official announcement 
at the BRAVA breakfast will generate commentary from important artists and 
business owners of the community who will be present at the breakfast. 

June July

Press Release & 
BRAVA Breakfast
Debut

August

June 6th
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Artist Selection

Brand interaction will be formed by having artists submit themselves as nominees 
for Project Togetherness and then having the community vote on who they want 
to see create the mural. We want to drive the concept that Project Togetherness is 
a community project where everyone has an opportunity to engage with the arts. 

Online
Artist Entry &
Community
Polling

June

Artist Entries Polling
Community

July August

June 6th June 30th July 1st July 15th
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The Mural

Project Togetherness for Eugene A Go-Go is an opportunity to exemplify its mission 
statement of bringing arts and businesses together. The mural will strengthen the 
development of the dynamic area surrounding Kesey Square. Our vision for Project 
Togetherness is that this mural will become part of the soul of Eugene. 

Ken Kesey
Square

July

Painting

Create! Eugene Eugene
CelebrationAugust September

August 22nd August 24thJuly 1st
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Driving Traffic

We designed our poster to provoke mystery surrounding Project Togetherness. 
Utilizing the significant voice Ken Kesey has on the Eugene demographic, we felt 
the quote alluded to the energy the mural will bring to downtown Eugene. The 
background image of our ad is a distorted image of the Ken Kesey statue at Kesey 
Square, if Eugenians pay attention to the ad, they will recognize this iconic statue. 
Moreover, the tagline will spark curiosity because of its vagueness. This will ideally 
inspire the audience to go to the Eugene A Go-Go website for more information, or 
participate in the Project Togetherness hashtag, which are both dictated on the ad. 

Posters &
Eugene Weekly
Ads

June July August

June 6th
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Interaction

Eugene A Go-Go will increase their social media presence both generally and in 
regards to Project Togetherness. Because many events sponsored by Eugene A 
Go-Go involve other businesses and artists, there is a significant opportunity to 
reach a wider audience through social sharing. By posting about the many events 
happening in Eugene, as well as referencing local hotspots and interacting with 
artist and business partners, Eugene A Go-Go will expand their online presence. 

Instagram,
Twitter, &
Facebook

• general event coverage
• ProjectTogetherness event
• coverage and time-lapse
• brand promo videos
• artist/business profiles

Facebook

• event postings
• local artist and business accomplishments 
• new business openings
• asking followers for event feedback and 

recommendations 
• active retweeting and conversations with 

followers, artists, and businesses
• establish the hashtag Eugene A Go-Go 

(#EAGG), and the #ProjectTogetherness

• event flyer postings
• local landscapes 
• locally made art 
• venue photos 
• real-time event photos
• establish the hashtag Eugene A Go-Go 

(#EAGG), #ProjectTogetherness

Twitter
Instagram
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Media Mix

Eugene Weekly reaches 86,160 
consumers throughout all of Lane 
County, which is roughly a quarter 
of the county’s population. Color 1/3 
page ads will be placed in Eugene 
Weekly, as the highest percentage of 
survey participants selected it as their 
most frequented publication (37%).

Two hundred posters will be printed to 
build awareness of Eugene A Go-Go. 
These posters will be displayed around 
the Whiteaker district, downtown, as 
well as the three college campuses in 
the area. The posters will drive site 
visitors while simultaneously building 
brand recognition throughout Eugene.  

Traditional

Lane County Population

Eugene
Weekly
Circulation

The social media component of our 
plan will be executed with the goal of 
connecting our audience to the brand 
in a social, digital space. We plan on 
building both YouTube and Instagram 
accounts, as well as revamping the 
Twitter account. According to our 
survey results, 74% of the participants 
claimed to hear about local events 
through social media. We feel that 
not only is social media the most 
fitting medium of communication 
to our target demographic, but the 
visual opportunity with social media 
coincides with Eugene A Go-Go’s 
aesthetics.

Social
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Media Mix

There will be an annual art installation, Project Togetherness, located in Kesey 
Square, on the corner of East Broadway and Willamette Street, in downtown Eugene. 
A large, vibrant mural will be painted on the brick wall of Voodoo Doughnuts, 
who enthusiastically agreed to host this project. Eugene A Go-Go’s mission is to 
bring arts and businesses together. Kesey Square is an ideal location because it is 
centrally located amongst the upbeat nightlife that our target audience seeks and 
the cultural heart of the community. We envision the mural becoming a staple art 
piece for Eugene that changes each year and will drive our audience to the area, 
and result in a major upswing in Eugene A Go-Go’s visibility.

Non-traditional

Non-traditional

Project Togetherness
mural

Traditional

Eugene Weekly ad
posters

Social

Instagram
Twitter

Facebook
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Media Plan Budget

Apr

Print (1/month)

Print (1/2 weeks)

Print (1/week)

200 Posters

Social

Event Social

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

• June/July: 5 posts/week
• August: 2 posts/day
• September-May: 3 posts/week

• June/July: 4 posts/week
• August: 1 post/day
• September-May: 3 posts/week

• June/July: 3 posts/week
• August: 1 posts/day
• September-May: 2 posts/week

Twitter Instagram Facebook

Eugene Weekly 1/8 ad

Eugene Weekly 1/3 ad

Event Posters

Color Paint (10 gallons)

Paint Primer

17 Brushes

TOTAL

$1,592

$8,200

$324

$1,000

$70

$100

$11,286
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Evaluation

To evaluate the success of our media plan, we want to increase by 100 followers 
on both the Twitter and Instagram accounts. We also want to decrease the 
bounce rate to less than 50 percent on the website. The effectiveness of the 
#ProjectTogetherness and #EAGG will be measured by user engagement. Finally, 
we can measure Project Togetherness’ success by increased activity at Kesey 
Square, postings on social media, news articles in local publications, and overall 
community awareness of Eugene A Go-Go. 

Metrics

Goals
Bounce Rate < 50%
Followers +100
Interactivity
Press Coverage
Online Polling Votes
Ken Kesey Square Visits
#ProjectTogetherness posts on Twitter & Instagram
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Team Bios

As a senior here at the U of O, I have 
thoroughly enjoyed my time as a 
Duck. I’ve come to enjoy watching 
foreign films at the Bijou Theater, 
hiking Spencer Butte with friends, and 
eating some of Eugene’s finest sushi 
at Izumi. More recently, exploring 
Eugene’s microbreweries has been my 
favorite weekend activity. If I weren’t 
going into advertising, I would pursue 
a career in journalistic travel. 

I love the history of Eugene as a hub 
for counterculture creatives like Kesey 
and Nicholson. My favorite part of 
this laid-back town is the Whiteaker 
district and amazing brewery culture. 
With my future plans set on big city 
life, I’ve come to appreciate my last few 
months in this small but colorful town. 
If I weren’t going in to Advertising, 
I’d go work in Hollywood as a film 
producer. 

Civitas

After fours year of life in Eugene, I can 
safely say it truly holds a special place 
in my heart. While I’m excited to see 
what big city life has to offer, Eugene 
has really shown me that even a city 
of its size can host a culture unlike 
anywhere else. From local beer to 
hippies to an incredible university, I 
can’t ask for much more from Eugene, 
Oregon. If I don’t go into advertising, I 
plan on being a traveling documentary 
filmmaker. 

My favorite part of Eugene is the food, 
this crazy town is full of delicious 
eateries. If I could eat at Belly Taqueria, 
or Sabai every single day without 
flushing my funds I would. Given the 
choice to do anything after school 
outside of advertising, I would open 
up a bakery in San Francisco.

My fondest memories of Eugene took 
place at the annual Country Fair. 
You can find me at Sushi Island and 
Townshend’s Teahouse at least a 
few times a week. If I didn’t plan on 
working in advertising, I would join a 
tech startup.

Madison Odenborg
Brand Manager

Will Cuddy
Videographer

Lauren Dwight
Account Planner

Jake Braught
Designer

Connor Gaughan
Media Planner
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